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A strong face 3-c&wing of a planar 4-vaient map G is a 3-colouring of the 
faces such that there is a face of each colour at every vertex. Such a map is one- 
track if it contains an Eulerian path which at each vertex regarded as a cross-roads 
goes directly through. It is proved that every planar 4-valent map can be strongly 
face 3-coloured and this can be done in a unique way if and only if G is one-track. 
Formulas are obtained for the number of strong face 3colourings and the number 
of all face 3colourings. 
1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
A planar 4-valent map G is a planar map where every vertex has degree 4. 
Such a map is the union of a set K of continuous closed curves in the plane 
which cross themselves or each other once at each point of intersection. 
These closed curves are the cross-curves of G. A Jordan cross-curve is a 
:ross-curve which does not intersect itself. An isolated edge is an isolated 
oop without a vertex. An isolated edge corresponds to a Jordan curve in K 
which does not intersect any other curve in K. A planar 4-valent map is one- 
rack if it has a single cross-curve. 
A face 3-colouring of G is a labelling of the faces with 3 colours such that 
.wo faces which share a common edge are labelled differently. Two face 3- 
:olourings are equivalent if one can be obtained from the other by a 
Jermutation of the colours. When counting colourings we will count only 
nequivalent colourings. A strong face 3-colouring is a face 3-colouring such 
hat there is a face of each colour at every vertex. 
In Section 2 it is shown that every planar 4-valent map can be strongly 
‘ace 3-coloured and this can be done in a unique way if and only if G is one- 
rack. Further, there are 2Y-’ strong face 3-colourings where y is the number 
)f cross-curves of G. In Section 3 a formula is obtained for the number of all 
‘ace 3colourings. In Section 4, the results of Section 2 are applied to obtain 
esults on bisections of quadrangulations, that is, extensions of 




2. STRONG FACE 3-co~,ou~rNGs 
In this section we prove the following three theorems on strong face 3- 
colourings. 
THEOREM 2.1. Every planar 4valent map can be strongly face 3- 
coloured. 
THEOREM 2.2. A planar 4valent map has a unique strong face 3- 
colouring if and only if it is one-track. 
THEOREM 2.3. There are 2y-l strong face 3-colourings of a planar 4- 
valent map where y is the number of cross-curves. 
Clearly Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 follow from Theorem 2.3. We prove 
Theorem 2.3 with the aid of three lemmas. These lemmas apply to planar 4- 
valent maps without isolated edges. Associate the digraph *z’(G) with G as 
follows. Bicoulour the faces of G light and dark such that the outside face is 
coloured light. This can be done since G is Eulerian. Direct the edges of the 
dark faces counterclockwise. The resultant digraph d(G) has the property 
that the light faces are directed clockwise and the edges at each vertex v are 
directed alternately into and out of v. A I-difactor of .is(G) is a subset of 
edges containing exactly one edge directed into and out of each vertex of 
d(G). 
LEMMA 2.4. The set of strong face 3-colourings of G has the same 
cardinality as the set of bipartitions of J(G) into I-difactors. 
Let E denote the set of edges of G and let F = (Fi / i E I} (denote the faces 
of G where I= { 1, 2, 3 ,..., m} if G contains m faces. Assume F, and F, are 
adjacent faces with F, directed clockwise in J(G). A face is on the left 
(right) of an edge e if it is on the left (right) when e is transversed from tail 
to head. For example if e, is the edge common to faces F, and F,, then F, is 
on the right of e, and F, is on the left. 
Consider a strong face 3-colouring r of G. Let 0 and 1 denote the colours 
of faces F, and F,, respectively, and let 2 denote the remaining colour where 
2, = {O, 1. 2) are the elements of the field of integers modulo 3. For e an 
edge of JJ(G) let a,(e) denote the difference between the colour of the face 
on the left of e and the colour of the face on the right of e. Since adjacent 
faces are coloured differently 8, maps each edge onto a nonzero element of 
2,. Thus a,. determines a bipartition (a; l(l), a;‘(2)) of the edges into 
classes a;‘(l) = {e E E j a(e) = 1) and a;‘(2) = (e E E / a(e) = 2). We will 
show that c?;‘(l) and a;-(2) are 1-difactors. Consider a vertex v at which 
there is no loop. (In the case of a loop the arguments follow with slight 
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modification.) Since there are four faces at u7 two diagonally opposite faces 
at L’ must be coloured the same, say X. Let y and z denote the coulours of the 
remaining two faces. Since Z is a strong face 3colouring, x, 4’. 2 are all 
different. Let e,, e2, e3, e4 be the edges at c listed counterclockwise where e 
is the edge directed into c and incident with faces coloured .r and ~1. Edges r, 
and e3 are directed into u and ez and e, are directed out of t:. First assume 
the face coloured ~7 is on the right of edge e, . Then by definition 2,. maps 
e,, e2, e3, e, onto x - y, x - J, .Y 2. x - 2, respectively. Since .Y, .r, z are 
all different, either a, maps e, and ez into 1 and e7 and e4 into 2 or 2,. maps 
e, and e, into 2 and e3 and e4 into 1. If the face coloured y is on the left ot 
edge e,, then by an analogous argument either 8, maps e, and e4 into 1 and 
e, and e3 into 2 or 3, maps e, and e4 into 2 and e2 and e3 into 1. It follows 
that a;‘(l) and 8; ‘(2) contain exactly one edge directed into and out of 
each vertex. Therefore 3; ‘(1) and a,‘(2) are I-difactors. 
Conversely let us show that for every bipartition /I of d(G) into l- 
difactors there is a strong face 3-colouring Z with faces F, and F, coloured 0 
and 1, respectively, such that /I = (8,: ‘(I), a; ‘(2)). Let d, and d, be the two 
1-difactors of a and assume d, contains the edge e,, common to faces F, and 
F,. Consider the mapping &, such that 
5&)= 1; 
if eEd, 
if eE d,. 
A cycle is a mapping from the edges of d(G) into the elements of a field 
such that the sum over the edges directed into each vertex equals the sum 
over the edges directed out of that vertex. Clearly, &is a cycle. For each face 
Fi E F define the function 6F, as follows. 
(iiF,) = 
I 
i s - 1 
if e belongs to Fi and is directed counterclockwise 
if e belongs o F,and is directed clockwise 
0 if e does not belong to F,. 
It is well known that {6F, 1 i E I’ }, where I’ = Z - { 1 ), is a basis for the cycle 
space of d(G). Therefore there exists a unique set of scalar multiples 
jli E 23, i E Z’ such that 
Let Z be the labelling of the faces of G such that face F, is labelied 0 and 
face Fjs labelled 1, for i E Z’. Since C(e) # 0 for any edge e E E, adjacent 
faces are labelled differently. Therefore Z is a face 3-colouring of G. Let e, 
be the edge common to faces F, and F,. Since by assumption e, E d,, 
&(e,) = 1 which by (1) implies II, = 1. Thus faces F, and F, are coloured 0 
and 1, respectively. It is also immediate from (1) that To = a,. which implies 
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that d, = 8,: ‘( 1) and d, = 8; ‘(2). It remains to show that ,r is a strong face 
3colouring. Consider a vertex u. Let Fi, , Fi2, Fi,, Fig be the faces at u listed 
counterclockwise with F,, directed counterclockwise in J/(G) and let x be 
the colour of face F,, . Let e,, e2, e,, e4 be the edges at u taken counter- 
clockwise such that e, is directed into u and F,, is on the left of e,. Without 
loss of generality assume e, and e, belong to d, and e, and e4 belong to d?. 
Then &(e,) = c&e,) = 1 and &(e,) = &(e,) = 2 which implies that 
Fil, Fiz, Fi,, Fid are coloured X, x + 2, X, x + 1, respectively. It follows that 
there is a face of each colour at vertex t’. Therefore I’ is a strong face 3- 
colouring. 
We have shown that there is a l-l mapping from the strong face 3- 
colourings onto the bipatitions of d(G) into 1-difactors. This proves 
Lemma 2.4. 
Let g(G) denote the set of cross-curves of G. For C E ‘iW(Gj let 
{es / j E J} be the edges of C such that e: and ejc, , are consecutive edges of 
C, where J = ( 1, 2 ,..., k} if C contains k edges. Consider the sets HF = 
(ey / j E J, j odd} and IIf = (e: 1 j E J, j even }. These are the two ha@ 
curces of C. 
LEMMA 2.5. A subset of edges is a 1-difactor of M’(G) if and only ifir 
consists of the union of one half-curve from each cross-curve. 
Let d be a 1-difactor of &‘(G) and let C be a cross-curve of G with edge 
set (e;, j E J). Now assume e,C E d. We will show that this implies e/c,, @ d 
and ejc, z E d. Let uj be the vertex common to ejc and ejc, i . Since ejc and e$+ 1 
are consecutive edges of C, it follows that they are either both directed into 
tlj in d(G) or both directed out of u,. Assume without loss of generality that 
they are both directed into vi. Since d is a I-difactor, it contains exactly one 
edge directed into u,, and since d contains e:, it does not contain eic, i . Let 
uj+ , be the tail of eic, , . Both eic, i and e/c, 2 are directed out of uj+ i . Since d 
contains one edge directed out of v/+i and since it does not contain ey+ I, it 
contains eic, *. It follows that d intersects C in a half-curve. Since C was 
chosen arbitrarily from Q(G) and since the cross-curves partition the edges it 
follows that d consists of the union of one half-curve from each cross-curve 
of G. 
Conversely the union of one half-curve from each cross-curve of G is a l- 
difactor of d(G). Let h be the union of one half-curve from each cross-curve 
of G and let h’ be the complement set of edges of h. Then h’ is the union of 
the half-curve not in h from each cross-curve. It is clear that h and hC have 
the same indegree and outdegree at each vertex. Therefore, h and h” have 
indegree and outdegree equal to one at each vertex implying that h and hr 
are 1 -difactors. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.5. (A generalization appears in 111.) 
LEMMA 2.6. There are 2’~ ’ bipartitions of .13(G) into 1-dijkctors where 
y is the number of cross-curues of G. 
By Lemma 2.5 we obtain a I-difactor of .d(G) by choosing a half-curve 
from each cross-curve of G and this gives all the 1-difactors. There are 2, 
ways of doing this. Therefore the number of bipartitions of <J/(G) into I- 
difactors equals 2’72 = 2r.. ’ . 
It follows immediately from Lemmas 2.4 and 2.6 that Theorem 2.3 holds 
for all graphs G without isolated edges. If G has a set of isolated edges 
construct the graph G from G as follows. Place a vertex with a loop on each 
isolated edge so that it becomes a vertex joined by two loops with the added 
loop containing no edges of G in its interior. It is immediate that d has the 
same number of cross-curves as G and the same number of strong face 3- 
colourings. Since Theorem 2.3 holds for G, it holds for G. This completes the 
proof of Theorem 2.3. 
3. FACE 3-COLOURINGS 
In this section a formula is obtained for the number of face 3-colourings of 
a planar 4-valent map G in terms of the numbers of cross-curves of a 
collection of planar 4-valent maps derived from G. 
For u a vertex of G consider the maps G:! and G: obtained by “pulling 
apart” G at vertex v as follows. Let F, , F,, F, , F, be the faces at v listed 
counterclockwise such that F, is directed counterclockwise in J(G). First 
suppose there is no loop at vertex u and let vr, v2, uj, vq be the vertices 
incident with u listed counterclockwise such that v,, U, vq belong to face F, . 
Map CL is obtained by deleting vertex ZI and its incident edges and joining ur 
and v2 with an edge and Us and vq with an edge. Map Gz is obtained by 
deleting vertex u and its incident edges and joining ur and uq with an edge 
and v2 and v3 with an edge. Now suppose there is a loop 1 at vertex v and 
assume 1 is directed counterclockwise in d(G). Then G: is obtained by 
deleting the loop I and removing vertex v. Map GK is obtained by placing an 
isolated edge inside loop 1, deleting I, and removing vertex v. The operation 
of pulling G apart at vertex u to create map GI merges faces F, and F,. The 
operation of pulling apart G at vertex v to create map GE merges faces F, 
and F,. A planar 4-valent map H is a pull-apart map of a planar 4-valent 
map G if H can be obtained from G by a sequence of pull-apart operations. 
Let 9(G) denote the set of pull-apart maps of G. The collection 9(G) 
zontains 3” elements where n is the number of vertices of G. Note that some 
members of 9(G) contain isolated edges. 
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THEOREM 3.1. The number offace 3-colourings of G, C,(G), is given bj 
C,(G) = 2-” x 2;(“‘-- ‘, P? 
HE 9((G) 
where n is the number of vertices of G and y(H) denotes the number of cross- 
curves of H. 
Let r be a face 3-colouring of G. Consider a vertex v of G and suppose A 
and B are the faces which are merged when G is pulled apart at vertex v. If 
A and B are coloured the same, then this operation is colour conforming. A 
map H is a colour conforming pull-apart map of G if H can be obtained from 
G by a sequence of coulour conforming pull-apart operations. If these 
operations leave H strongly face 3-coloured, then H is ;t strong colour 
conforming pull-apart map of G. We will prove that for each face 3- 
colouring I- there are 2” strong colour conforming pull-apart maps where n 
is the number of vertices of G. In order to obtain a strong colour 
conforming pull-apart map of G three possible operations can be performed 
at a vertex v; either v can be left alone or G can be pulled apart at v in two 
different ways. Let F,, F,, F,, F4 be the faces at v listed counterclockwise. 
We may assume that, F, and F, are coloured the same. There are two cases 
to consider. Either F, and F4 are coloured differently or they are coloured 
the same. If F, and F4 are coloured differently, then we may leave v alone or 
pull apart G at v so that faces F, and F, are merged. If F, and F4 are 
coloured the same, then we may pull apart G in two different ways; either 
merging F, and F, or F, and F,. In either case there are ‘two operatious 
which can be performed at each vertex in order to reduce G to a strong 
colour conforming pull-apart map. It follows that for each face 3-colouring r 
there are 2” strong colour conforming pull-apart maps of G. This implies 
C,(G)= 2-” x S,(H), 
HE P(G) 
where S,(H) denotes the number of strong face 3-colourings of H. 
Theorem 3.1 follows immediately from Eq. (3) and Theorem Z!.3. 
4. BISECTIONS OF QUADRANGULATIONS 
The following application of the results on strong 3-colourings given in 
Section 2 was pointed out to the author by I-L Shank. 
Consider a quadrangulation Q of the plane, that is, a planar map such 
that every face has valency four. (A quadrangulation is the dual map of a 4- 
valent map.) A bisection of Q is a triangulation obtained from Q by adding a 
diagonal edge in each face f, that is, if A, B, C. D are the vertices ofltaken 
counterclockwise, then either A and C or B and D are joined with an edge. 
The pair A, C and the pair B, D are pairs of opposite vertices at facef; An 
Eulerian bisection of Q is a bisection of Q which is an Eulerian 
triangulation. 
A strong vertex 3colouring of Q is a 3-cplouring of the vertices such that 
every face is incident with a vertex of each colour. Let Q’ be the planar 4 
valent map which is the dual of Q. It follows from the definitions that a 
strong vertex 3-colouring of Q corresponds to a strong face 3-colouring of 
Q's 
Consider a strong vertex 3-colouring of Q. It is clear that at each face one 
pair of opposite vertices are coloured the same and the other pair are 
coloured differently. Let B be the bisection of Q obtained by adding a 
diagonal edge in each face joining the pair of opposite vertices which are 
coloured differently. By this construction we obtain a properly 3-coioured 
triangulation. It is easy to verify that a triangulation is Eulerian if and only 
if it is vertex 3colourable. 
The following three theorems are now immediately deducible from 
Theorems 2.1-2.3. 
THEOREM 4.1. Every planar quadrangulation Q has an Eulerian 
bisection. 
THEOREM 4.2. A planar quadrungulation Q has a unique Eulerian 
bisection if and only if the dual 4-valent map Q’ is l-track. 
THEOREM 4.3. There are 2’-’ Eulerian bisections of a quadrang-ulation 
Q where y is the number of cross-curves of the dual 4-valent map Q’. 
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